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The Nature Of Future Conflict
Even during times of conflict on the ground, space has historically been an arena of collaboration among nations. But trends in the past decade suggest that the nature of cooperation ... Some scholars ...
The future of international cooperation in space is splitting along lines of power on Earth
The nature of conflict has changed, putting children in the frontline ... In this way, conflict imposes a huge social cost on future generations. Save the Children leads the world in child-focused ...
What Is the Impact of Conflict on Children?
India’s business leaders and policymakers are seriously evaluating the impact of this crisis just as business has started to come out of the pandemic.
How the Ukraine Conflict Is Impacting India’s Economy
For decades, the SEC has sought to address potential conflicts through a combination of disclosure and informed consent, in light of the sophisticated nature of private fund ... disclosed that it ...
Conflicts of Interest: How High Will the Bar be Raised?
U.S. Cyber Command Director Gen. Paul Nakasone, former President of Estonia Kersti Kaljulaid and a range of military and intelligence leaders, scholars, prominent journalists and private sector ...
Cyber defense leaders address growing security challenges as part of Vanderbilt’s inaugural Summit on Modern Conflict and Emerging Threats
Cipher Brief Expert Javed Ali shares his thoughts on the pros and cons of Western intelligence sharing with Ukraine ...
The Slippery Slope of Intelligence Sharing with Ukraine
Labor unions build collective power when we work with allied groups to take on important issues in our communities.
Labor Voices: Why the UAW allies with civil rights, environmental groups
For all the damage that war can do, in isolated cases, human conflicts can provide a shield for nature. The most famous ... opportunities to secure a future for biodiversity,” Dr. Pringle ...
A ‘Silent Victim’: How Nature Becomes a Casualty of War
The Ukrainian conflict has lessons for future wars and the Indian Air Force must gear up ... “Change is the rule of nature. It also applies to war. We have to think whether we are ready for the ...
Ukraine conflict has lessons for future wars, IAF must gear up: Rajnath Singh
Photograph: Juan Ignacio Roncoroni/EPA British-Argentine relations will be stifled so long as the UK refuses to engage in discussions about the future ... 1982 conflict did not alter the nature ...
Argentina criticises UK refusal to talk about future of Falklands
These range from protected areas and sustainable forestry to boosting ecotourism and installing electric fences to keep them away from crops – and conflict with humans ... a need for conservation ...
New efforts to protect African forest elephants in Gabon for nature and climate
Conservation is full of conflict, however (such as between sheep farmers ... go on to push for the “best” for nature. Britain’s future environmental well-being will require that they do nothing less. ...
All hail the arrival of Crossrail
But trends in the past decade suggest that the nature ... open conflict in space. Maintaining the focus on scientific goals and exchanges between and within space blocs — while keeping political ...
Space Blocs: The future of international cooperation in space is splitting along lines of power on Earth
Even during times of conflict ... the nature of cooperation in space is shifting, and fallout from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has highlighted these changes. But I believe that the future ...
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